Characterisation of human bone marrow stromal cell heterogeneity for skeletal regeneration strategies using a two-stage colony assay and computational modelling.
Skeletal regeneration and tissue engineering strategies rely critically on the efficient expansion of progenitor cell populations whilst simultaneously preserving multipotentiality and the ability to induce differentiation towards bone and cartilage. Cell population heterogeneity has a significant impact on this process, but is currently poorly quantified, hampering the interpretation of experimental results and the design of optimised expansion protocols. The objective of this study was to characterise individual human bone marrow stromal cell heterogeneity in terms of colony expansion potential. For this purpose, a novel two-stage CFU-F assay was developed in which cells from primary single cell-derived colonies were detached and reseeded again at clonal density as single cells to form new secondary colonies. This clearly demonstrated how secondary colony growth potential varies markedly both between and within primary colonies. Depending on the primary colony, cells either generated small secondary colonies only, or else a wide range of colony sizes. Using computational modelling it was shown how such colony heterogeneity could arise from hierarchical progenitor cell populations and what the limits of such a population structure were in explaining the experimental data. In addition the model demonstrated the significant potential impact of cell mobility on expansion potential and its implications for inducing population heterogeneity. This combined experimental-computational approach will ascertain the impact of cell culture protocols on the expansion potential and functional composition of heterogeneous progenitor populations. Such insights are likely to be of crucial importance for the success of skeletal regeneration strategies.